
 

 

November 4, 2008 

George W. Hatch, Jr., EdD, LP, EMT-P 
Executive Director 
Committee on Accreditation of Educational Programs for EMS Professions 
4101 W. Green Oaks Blvd. 
Arlington, TX  76016 
 
Dear Dr. Hatch and Members of the Committee: 
 
Please accept this as a formal response to the request for the Follow-up Progress Report on Central 
Washington University’s Paramedic Program annual accreditation review.  The documentation provided 
herein offers substantive evidence of Central Washington University’s intent to comply with the 
recommendations  of CoAEMSP’s  so as to satisfy any deficiencies previously cited in the Standards and 
Guidelines by the Committee. 
 
Appendix A provides documentation describing the duties and responsibilities of the part-time secretary 
position assigned to support the administrative and instructional needs of the Paramedic Program at 
Central Washington University.  This position, a 0.5 FTE, was filled on January 2, 2008 and is dedicated 
solely to support the clerical and assistive demands of the Paramedic Program under direction of the 
Program Director. 
 
Appendix B provides a summary ledger of the expenditures committed by the University to support the 
Paramedic Program in response to the CoAEMSP’s recommendations.  These are expenditures, already 
incurred, to correct any and all deficiencies identified by the review Committee previously.  The ledger 
provides evidence of expenditure dates, source of acquisition, and expenditure amount, in the grand 
total amount of over $150,000.00.  The program-specific training aids and education equipment 
acquired through these expenditures provided corrective measures to satisfy the deficiencies cited by 
the Committee previously for insufficient laboratory facilities, equipment, and supplies to support 
instructional activities. 
 
Appendix C provides individual receipts, documentation, annotations, and invoices for equipment and 
supply items purchased in support of the laboratory facilities and equipment needs for Paramedic 
Program instructional activities.  These documents provide additional evidence of the expenditure 
commitment by the University for Paramedic Program-specific training items. 
 
Appendix D provides evidentiary documentation for the structural modification of the dedicated 
classrooms of the Paramedic Program to satisfy deficiencies cited by the Committee for inadequate 
laboratory facilities to enable instructional practices in didactic and psychomotor domains.  The 
documentation describes structural modifications, work order details, schematic diagrams of structural 
change, and project summaries of work.  In addition, documentation is provided that indicates 
modifications to the storage systems to assure security and to upgrade locking devices to safeguard 
medical equipment, invasive devices (syringes, needle, etc.), and medications for training purposes.  In 



addition to the upgraded storage systems and locks, the enclosing classrooms are locked at all times and 
are closely monitored by faculty and staff. 
 
Appendix E represents recent photographs of the classrooms, illustrating the structural modifications, 
the upgraded storage system, the audio-visual equipment installation, the deployment of the Program-
specific training equipment, and the adequacy of space dedicated toward instruction in the Paramedic 
Program. 
 
I hope this serves adequately to satisfy the deficiencies cited in our previous review.  We, at Central 
Washington University, take emergency medical services education very seriously and endeavor to 
contribute toward the academic development of the profession.  Our goals are to not only graduate 
entry-level competent paramedics, but to provide the discipline with unprecedented leaders. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this information and please don’t hesitate to contact me 
directly should you or the Committee have any questions. 
 
With kind regards, 
 
 
 
Keith A. Monosky, MPM, EMT-P 
Director, Paramedic Program 
Associate Professor, Dept. of Health, Human Performance, and Nutrition 
Office: (509)963-1145 
Email: monoskyk@cwu.edu 
 
cc: Dr. Vince Nethery, Chairman, Dept. of HHPN 
 Dr. Connie Lambert, Dean, College of Education and Professional Studies 
 Dr. Tracy L. Pellet, Assoc. VP for Undergraduate Studies 
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